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Preface
This guide is an attempt to make climbing in Soria more accessable. The guide contains
92 boulder problems ranging from 2 to 8a in Valonsadero. Some of the grades have
been adjusted since the first edition was launched, 4 new blocks and more than 32 new
routes have been added. The block called Baldosa in the previous edition has now got
its rightful name, Techo del Moli. A complete list of the described problems has been
added at the end of this folder.
Note! The proposed grades are compatible with rock climbing grades.
See you on the rocks and blocks around Soria
Jörgen Held
Member of Sierra Santa Ana
Sierra Santa Ana, the local climbing club in Soria has its own indoor climbing wall
located at Montes Claros (close to the general hospital ☺ ). This is a real climbing
complex. Approx. 300 m2 climbing area with vertical as well as an almost horizontal
roof. The floor is covered with soft foam-rubber mattresses. This is the place to meet
other climbers from Soria. As a member you have unlimited access to the climbing
wall, YEHAAA!!!!!
Outdoor climbing places in the province of Soria are:
Valonsadero, there are a lot of blocks to climb in Valonsadero. 14 of the blocks and 92
boulder problems are presented in this folder.
Fuentetoba, more than 120 bolted routes. The routes are rather short and scattered all
over the crag. It is possible to find your own favourite routes, overhanging, technical or
simply spectacular ☺!!!!
Laguna Negra, a true paradise located in the northwest corner of the Soria province.
There are more than 60 routes, mostly multipitch and with natural protection (friends,
hexcentrics etc). There are some bolted routes as well. The nature is magnificent and
worth a visit independent if you are going to climb or not! Don´t forget to bring your
swimming gear!
Covaleda, a new site developed by Jésus Romanillos. At present there are 5 bolted
routes (5c, 6a, 6a, 6b, 6?).
Funtetoba Norte, a new site developed by Juan Alonso. At present there are 11 bolted
routes ranging from 4 to 6a+.
Climbing homepages:
http://www.desnivel.es
http://www.8a.nu
Where to buy equipment?
Tienda Soria Polar, located at Calle Puertas de Pro has all the climbing equipment you
need (or can order it). Climbing shoes, harness, karabiners, slings, ropes etc.

Valonsadero is a recreation area approximately 10 km northwest of Soria in the
direction to Burgos. There is a bicycle road to Valonsadero from Soria. Drinking water
can be found in the cross road 150 m from Sector Partido Popular or in front of La Casa
de Guarda.
Sector Partido Popular: So far three blocks have been developed and 12 problems
ranging from 2 to 6b+ have been set up in this sector. Be ware of the relative loose rock.
The sector was given its name because some stupid person has sprayed PP on one of the
blocks. The blocks are approximately 3 m high with good landings (sand and grass).
Sector Cocinar: Two blocks (Cocina and Bodega) close to the restaurant. Cocina is
approx 2,5 m high and overhanging. Here you can find some really hard problems
ranging from 6a to 7b+. Bodega has three problems ranging from 2 to 5c.
Sector Baldosa: Follow the trail parallel to the fence for approx. 300 m. Go to the right
for approx. 100 m. The last part is up hill and the Techo del Moli block is actually a
little bit difficult to find due to the bushes and trees. There are 9 problems ranging from
6a to 7a. The bolt at the top of the block allows climbing with rope and harness for
safety reasons. The new block (Sheeps) is situated in the open field just before Techo
del Moli and has 4 problems ranging from 3 to 5c.
Sector Iniciación: This sector consists of six blocks. There are more than 25 problems
ranging from 3 to 7a. It is possible to park in the open area in front of the blocks close to
the road.

SECTOR PARTIDO POPULAR AND COCINAR

Sectors Partido Popular (PP) and Cocinar are situated close to the restaurant. Sector
Cocinar is best reached from the northern parking place while sector PP is best reached
from the parking place in front of the restaurant.

SECTOR PARTIDO POPULAR

Beta sector Partido Popular
Block 1:
Bastante Insulso 6a+: Don´t use the good holds above your head on the last part. Look
for places to put your feet. It is actually possible to traverse around the whole block ☺.
Block 2:
Madness 6a+: Right hand on a curved list above your right shoulder and left hand
anywhere on the face in the starting position.
Otra Derecha 6b+: Begin with both hands in the crack to the right. Hint! Heel hook
with right foot and cross your right hand to the curved list. The route got its name when
José put his left hand on the curved list and everyone present shouted “Otra derecha” ☺
Facil 2: Climb the slab. Trust your shoes…
Block 3:
Unbreak My Heart, 6a: Right hand on a small horizontal edge around the right corner
and the left hand above your head on a good horizontal hold. Traverse to the left using
only the small holds and steps on the face. Continue straight up along Solo 5c.
Brain Pain 6a+: This route is a little bit harder than Unbreak My Heart 6a. Hint! Try
to get around the corner using a heel hook and establish yourself in the same position as
the starting position of Unbreak My Heart 6a. (There is an open project to pass the
corner using only the small horizontal edge. This will probably be a 6b/6b+ boulder).

SECTOR COCINAR

_______________________
Beta sector Cocinar
Block Bodega:
Invertido 5c?: Put the right hand in the undercling (invertido) and continue up over the
block.
Dos Corchos 5c?: Use the two knobs and continue up over the block.
Vino muy joven 2: Easiest way up. Nothing to hesitate about. ☺.
Block Cocina:
Paella 6b: Begins on two underclings. Fight your way over the edge.
Chorizo 5a: Begin with the hands on good horizontal lists above your shoulder.
Chorizo, sit-start 6b+: Same as the previous route but you begin much lower. Left
hand on a quite bad list and the right hand on a slightly better list just under the edge.
The first move makes the grade of this problem ☺
Queso 6a: Quite good lists.
Solomillo 6a+: Right hand in the undercling. Make your way to the top. There are
relatively good holds but you have to fight the slight overhang and GRAVITY…
Escarola 6b+: This is a more serious problem. Left hand in the undercling. Put right
hand high above your shoulder on a tiny, tiny list. Continue up with the left hand on
something best described as “nothing”. Try to put your feet higher up. Reach for a small

edge with your left hand…and struggle your way up over the edge (there are no more
good holds…).
Calamares ?: Tough shit…
Pizza 7c: Right hand in an undercling. Put your left hand on the sloper to the left.
Continue up to the sloper on the top. Use both hands on the sloper.
Pizza con queso 7a+: Same as the previous problem but your are allowed to use a
slightly better hold to the right of the sloper on the top...
Hamburger 6a+: Right hand on a good hold and layback to the left. Left hand on a
small but quit good hold. Reach high up with your left hand. Feet high and make your
way over the edge.
Project 8?: A traverse only on slopers. Here the feet are extremely important. If you
lose the feet you will swing out due to the overhang and there is no way you can stay on
the slopers…NO WAY!!!

___________________________________________________________________

SECTOR EL CUBO (THE CUBE)

1) Zero degrees, 5a
2) Ice cubes, 4
3) Tequila Sunrise, 4
4) On the rocks, 5b
5) El bar, 5c
6) Cantos finos, 6b?

7) Un insulto para
Carlos, 7a?
8) Slipery, 6a+
9) Cocktail, 5c
10a) Icetea, 6a
10b) Icecoffe, 5c
11) Longdrink, 4

12) Tequila sunset, 6a
13) Nada mas, 5a

_____________________________________
Beta sector El Cubo
Block Bodega:
Zero degrees 5a: Straight up on quite good holds.
Ice cubes 4: Straight up on knobs with an almost cubic shape.
Tequila sunrise 4+: Straight up on quite good holds.
On the rocks 5b: Straight up on quite good holds.
El bar 5c: All the good holds to the right are eliminated. The difficult part is the finish.
Cantos finos 6b: Small holds. The difficult part is the finish.
Un insulto para Carlos 7a: Small vertical lists. The really difficult part is to get up
over the sloppy edge…Good luck ☺!!!
Slipery 6a+: Sit-start. Very technical, no good holds higher up, trust your feet.
traight up on quite good holds.
Cocktail 5c: More difficult than it looks like. Be careful…
Icetea 6a: Follow the corner up to the top.
Icecoffe 5c: The same start as Icetea followed by an escape to the left.
Longdrink 4: Easy stuff on good holds.
Tequila sunset 6a: One hard move, a layback for the left hand. Not much to stand on
though…
Nada mas 5a: Rather good holds.

SECTOR BALDOSA

_____________________________________

Beta sector Baldosa
TECHO DEL MOLI
Punta Talon 6b: Begin under the roof. The route got its name because its possible to
wedge your right foot using the toe (punta) and heel (talon) while reaching for the
undercling. Continue around the edge and grab the nice jug.
La Baldosa 6b: Heel hook along the same edge as you place your hands. The route
continues a little bit more to the left than you expect and finish on holds in front of a
tree. The final moves are actually the hardest!
Pablo Style 6a: The route got its name because it is possible to climb it without using
your feet ☺. (Pablo is a very strong youngster in the Soria climbing club!)
Arriba 6a+: The beginning is a little bit tricky due to the overhang and absence of
places to put your feet. The route continues on very good holds until the last part where
you have to climb downwards a couple of moves.
Abajo 6c: Same start as Arriba 6a+ but your are not allowed to use the good holds
higher up.
Calima 7a: Same start as Arriba 6a+ and Abajo 6c. You are supposed to use the
undercling to traverse to the left.
La Fisura 6c: Use rope and harness while climbing this route. The hard move is to
establish yourself on the first ledge. It´s possible to grab a hold far out to the left while
getting up on the ledge but then the problem drops a least one grade.
Carlos 6a: Use rope and harness!!!!!!!!!
SHEEPS
El Pastor 5c: Follow the corner up to the top.
Wool (3): Easy stuff…
Little Lamb 4(-): Still easy ☺
Black Sheep 5c: This one is more tricky than it looks like unless some good holds and
steps are revealed while cleaning the route…

SECTOR INICIACIÓN
Sector Iniciación consists of six blocks. It is possible to park in front of block nr 1.
There are more blocks in the area so look carefully at the pictures in order to identify
the correct block. The blocks are of varying quality. Be ware of loose rock!!!

________________________________________

Beta sector Iniciación
Block 1:
Andar, 3: Traverse from right to left. For beginners!
Dos Manos, 4: Try to get both your hands on the good hold half way up the block.
Juan, 6c: Same as Dos Manos but continues to the top on very sloppy holds. The route
is mentally challenging due to the height and absence of protection.
Block 2:
Buenos Cantos, 5b: The route goes on relatively good holds until you stand on the
ledge half way up the block.
Ruben, 6a: Same as Buenos Cantos but with a sit-start.
Straight Up, 5c: The first move is tough for the fingers (right hand). Try to get your left
foot up on a distinct horizontal ledge and look for better holds higher up.
Travesia, 6a+: The traverse needs to be cleaned. The main problem is to find good
places to put your feet.
Rincon, 6a: Follow the obvious line up to the bolt (Use rope and harness)
Corner, 5c: Goes to the right of Rincon and it is possible to use the good holds to the
right.
Oliver, 5c: Technical. Left hand on a small list. Put your feet up. Reach for a horizontal
hold with your right hand. Continue up with both hands on the edge.
Block 3:
Peones Vamos 4?: Follow the crack to the top.
Manicomic, 5b: Use rope and harness.
Comic 6a+: Use rope and harness. Climb straight up to the bolt. The difficult passage is
the smooth face at the end of the route.
Loco, 6a: Follow the obvious line (crack) to the top. It is possible to make a temporary
anchor using friends or hexcentrics.
Mani, 6a: A short route on quite good holds, a little overhanging.
Block 4:
Flecha, 6b: Begin with both hands on the two small knobs to the right of the painted
arrow. The hard part is to get your feet up on the first ledge. Hint! Heel hook with your
left leg and try to do the hard move reaching for a horizontal crack with your left hand
☺. The route got its name because some one has painted an arrow (flecha) on the rock.
Ruben sube como una flecha, 6c: The same as Flecha but without the horizontal crack
for your left hand. Go directly up to the horizontal crack higher up to the right. Hard
stuff…
Cabrona, 5c/6a: The rock is a little bit loose, be careful! Start with both hands on a
quite sloppy hold at the height of your waste. Try to get both hands on the good ledge
high up to the right.

Block 5:
Tailandia, 6c: Use rope and harness.
Punto Rojo, 6a+: Try to traverse from the right to the left all the way to the place where
some one has sprayed a red point on the rock.
Directisima, 6b+: Use rope and harness.
Travesia Facil, 3: Goes on extremely good holds halfway up the block.
Travesia Media, 6a+: Goes a little bit lower and continues out on the smooth face.
Travesia Difícil, 6b+: The hard part is the finish on the smooth face close to the flake
secured with Sika.
Phoebe 4(-): The rightmost route on the left part of block 5. Easy stuff!
Witch, 4: A little bit harder than Phoebe. Since neither Luis Benito, Oscar or I knew
the names of the other witches in the American TV-series (I wonder why?☺) we just
called the route Witch.
Bitch, 5a: Still quite good holds but a little bit more difficult to find places to put your
feet.
Gargola, 5c: The climbing gets more and more serious compared to the previous routes.
The height makes it mentally challenging as well.
Diablo, 6a: There is a difficult passage halfway up. Fortunately the holds close to the
top are good. Continue all the way up and go down to the left of the block.
Satán, 6a+: Flexibility and good balance is required to manage this route. Good luck…
Bin Laden, 6c: Very technical with small, small edges…
Sika, 7a: The previously loose flake has been secured with Sika. The route goes
straight up. Are you able to get the feet up on the flake?
Block 6:
Sueco Muy Loco 6a+: The route begins on the lower good holds (well, relatively good)
and continues up over the block. Can you figure out the easy way to the top ☺ ?
Ruben muy loco 6b: The edge to the left is eliminated.
Venga, 6b+/6c+: The difficult move is to get over the sloppy edge at the top. If you
only use the edge (heel hook) the grade is 6c+. If you use some additional sloppy holds
on top of the block the grade drops to 6b+.
Hombre 6a: Straight up. Take care, the rock may be a little bit loose.
Mujer 5b: Slightly overhanging but good holds. Continue up over the block between
Hombre and Tres dedos.
Tres Dedos, 6a+: Use the three finger pocket hold and continue up over the block
slightly to the left. Note! It seems like a hold close to the finish has broke and the grade
should probably be higher now…
Dos Dedos, 6b: Use the two finger pocket hold and continue up on the block to the
right.
Romo…6b?: One hard move. Try to get to the top using the sloppy hold up to the right.
…y Canto 5b: Get to the top, no restrictions.
_________
Climbing - no drug can take you higher ☺
_________

PP=Sector Partido Popular
Ini=Sector Iniciación
Bal/Tech=Sector Baldosa, block Techo del Moli
Bal/Sheep = Sector Baldosa, block Sheeps
Coc/Bod = Sector Cocinar, block Bodega
Coc/Coc = Sector Cocinar, block Cocina
El Cubo = Sector El Cubo
Name, grade

Sector ,
Block

Comment
Grade 2

Facil, 2
Vino muy joven, 2

PP, 2
Cocinar
Bodega
Grade 3

Wool, 3(-)
Andar, 3
Travesia Facil, 3

Bal/Sheep
Ini, 1
Ini, 5

Little Lamb, 4 (-)
Dos Manos, 4
Peones Vamos, 4
Phoebe, 4
Uno, 4
Witch, 4
Tequila sunrise, 4
Ice Cubes, 4
Longdrink, 4

Bal/Sheep
Ini, 1
Ini, 3
Ini, 5
PP, 1
Ini, 5
El Cubo
El Cubo
El Cubo

Grade 4

Grade 5a
Bitch, 5a
Dos, 5a
Tres, 5a
Chorizo, 5a
Nada mas, 5a
Zero degrees, 5a

Ini, 5
PP, 1
PP, 1
Coc/Coc
El Cubo
El Cubo
Grade 5b

Buenos Cantos, 5b
Manicomic, 5b
Mujer, 5b
...y Canto, 5b
On the rocks, 5b

Ini. 3
Ini. 3
Ini. 6
Ini. 6
El Cubo

Invertido, 5c?
Dos corchos, 5c?
Black Sheep, 5c?
Solo, 5c
El Pastor, 5c
Rincon, 5c

Coc/Bod
Coc/Bod
Bal/Sheep
PP, 3
Bal/Sheep
Ini. 2

Grade 5c

Your comments

Corner, 5c
Oliver, 5c
Gargola, 5c
Cabrona, 5c/6a
Ice coffe, 5c
Cocktail, 5c
El Bar, 5c

Ini. 2
Ini. 2
Ini. 5
Ini. 4
El Cubo
El Cubo
El Cubo

Diablo, 6a
Hombre, 6a
Unbreak my heart, 6a
La derecha de PP, 6a
Pablo Style, 6a
Queso, 6a
Carlos, 6a
Straight Up, 6a
Ruben, 6a
Loco, 6a
Mani, 6a
Tequila sunset, 6a

Ini. 5
Ini. 6
PP, 3
PP, 2
Bal/Tech
Coc/Coc
Bal/Tech
Ini. 2
Ini. 2
Ini. 3
Ini. 3
El Cubo

Grade 6a

Sit-start

Grade 6a+
Travesia, 6a+
Comic, 6a+
Arriba, 6a+
Hamburger, 6a+
Solomillo, 6a+
Brain Pain, 6a+
Bastante Insulso, 6a+
Madness, 6a+
Punto Rojo, 6a+
Travesia Media, 6a+
Satán, 6a+
Sueco muy loco, 6a+
Tres dedos, 6a+
Slipery, 6a+

Ini. 2
Ini. 3
Bal/Tech
Coc/Coc
Coc/Coc
PP, 3
PP, 1
PP, 2
Ini. 5
Ini. 5
Ini. 5
Ini. 6
Ini. 6
El Cubo

Dos Dedos, 6b
Punta Talon, 6b
La Baldosa, 6b
Flecha, 6b
Romo..., 6b
Ruben muy loco, 6b
Paella, 6b
Chorizo, sitstart, 6b
Nada es imposible,
6b
Cantos finos, 6b

Ini. 6
Bal/Tech
Bal/Tech
Ini. 4
Ini. 6
El Cubo
Coc/Coc
Coc/Coc
PP, 2
El Cubo

Upgraded!
Upgraded!
Downgraded
Sit-start
Grade 6b

Elimination
Sit-start

Grade 6b+
Otra Derecha, 6b+
Escarola, 6b+
Balanceo, 6b+
Directisima, 6b+
Travesia Dificil, 6b+
Venga, 6b+

PP,2
Coc/Coc
Bal/Tech
Ini. 5
Ini. 5
Ini. 6

Bin Laden, 6c
Abajo, 6c
La Fisura, 6c
Juan, 6c
Tailandia, 6c

Ini. 5
Bal/Tech
Bal/Tech
Ini. 1
Ini. 5

Venga Clean, 6c+

Ini. 6

Calima, 7a
Sika, 7a
Un insulto para
Carlos 7a

Bal/Tech
Ini. 5
El Cubo

Downgraded
Grade 6c

Grade 6c+
Grade 7a

Grade 7a+
Pizza con queso, 7a+

Coc/Coc

Pizza, 7c

Coc/Coc

Project, 8?

Coc/Coc

Grade 7c
Grade 8a or higher

Saludos cordiales,
Jörgen Held
Sierra Santa Ana, Soria

